Incorporating dynamics in E. coli dihydrofolate reductase enhances structure-based drug discovery.
Escherichia coli dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) is a long-standing target for enzyme studies. The influence of protein motion on its catalytic cycle is significant, and the conformation of the M20 loop is of particular interest. We present receptor-based pharmacophore models-an equivalent of solvent-mapping of binding hotspots-based on ensembles of protein conformations from molecular dynamics simulations of DHFR.NADPH in both the closed and open conformation of the M20 loop. The optimal models identify DHFR inhibitors over druglike non-inhibitors; furthermore, high-affinity inhibitors of E. coli DHFR are preferentially identified over general DHFR inhibitors. As expected, models resulting from simulations with DHFR in the productive conformation with a closed M20 loop have better performance than those from the open-loop simulations. Model performance improves with increased dynamic sampling, indicating that including a greater degree of protein flexibility can enhance the quest for potent inhibitors. This was compared to the limited conformational sampling seen in crystal structures, which were suboptimal for this application.